Ask Me Anything
Materials needed:
13 raffle tickets
3-4 small gifts, wrapped
Directions to play: For every question a guest asks about your business,
she will receive a raffle ticket. You will keep the other half of the ticket so
you can do a drawing later. They can keep asking questions until all 13
tickets are given away. The more questions they ask, the more chances
they have of winning a prize. You can play this game one of two ways,
depending on what you're comfortable with:
1. Have the guests make up their questions
2. Supply the questions for them to draw out of a basket.
Examples of questions they might ask:
How did you get started?
How long have you been with Pure Romance?
How much money are you able to make?
How do you book parties?
Do you attend meetings or trainings to help with your business?
Shuffle the tickets that you have and pull one out. Read aloud the ticket number, and the individual who has that number gets to
choose a gift from one of the three you offer. Then pull another ticket and whoever has the match gets to either choose a gift from the
remaining two, or “steal” the gift from the person who took the first gift. The individual that has the next winning ticket gets to choose
either the remaining gift or steal one of the gifts that have already been chosen.
With each ticket pulled, the "stealing" continues until the last ticket is pulled. Whoever has the gifts at the end gets to keep the gifts.
This means that the prizes will be "stolen" throughout the game and you won’t know the winners until the last ticket is pulled!
Purpose: This is an easy and fun way to break the ice, get women laughing and enjoying themselves, and plant sponsoring seeds!
This will get them asking questions about the business opportunity and give you the perfect chance to tell them how fantastic Pure
Romance is.


